The main differences between
the Divine Plan Healing System
and Reiki
 Reiki is a healing method that brings healing. Divine Plan healing goes beyond

healing. This method also opens your heart and your consciousness (consciousness
which is something else than reason) at the deepest level. The more Divine Plan
healings you receive or give, the more the veils of consciousness will be lifted.
 Reiki was received around 1920 and was most suitable for people of the 20th

century. The Divine Plan Healing System was received in 2013 and is therefore well
suited to people of the 21st century, the era of accelerated personal growth and
evolution.
 The Divine Plan is not a ‘hands on’ healing system and is therefore different from
Reiki. How? Because you don’t use your own body for the transmission of energy. In
Divine Plan healing you are the witness of the healing which the Light performs. This
way you cannot accidentally
 pick up client’s energies (and vice versa), or
 give away your own energy.
 In Divine Plan healings you work with the Emerald Heart Light. This Light is also called
the Light of Truth. It shows you the truth in your heart, like your talents, gifts and life
mission(s). Each person came to the earth to learn and to fulfil certain things, but as
soon as we incarnate we tend to completely forget our individual divine plan. Divine
Plan healings align you and connect you to your own divine plan – while at the same
time you can work on other targets in your (self-)healings.
 After a Divine Plan session it is not only the client who is ‘purified’, but also the
space. That is why the healer doesn’t need to wash his hands or clean the room with
sage or something similar, which is absolutely necessary after a Reiki session.
 Reiki treatments cannot be extended and deepened like Divine Plan healings. Divine
Plan healings can be extended and deepened for 6 (!) weeks. How? By taking the
Divine Love essence. The Divine Plan healing session is not an isolated event, but is
the kick-off of a transformation process that lasts 1.5 months. In other words, for just
28.65 Euros extra, your clients receive a 6-weeks transformation process. This is
unique and not available anywhere else.
 The Divine Plan Healing System is a five dimensional healing system which means
that you work on the Fifth Dimension, the level of consciousness where all is one.
This is the highest level on which healing and awareness can take place.
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 Divine Plan healings are relatively cheap because you receive a 6-weeks
transformation process with a one-time investment. And you get a healing at the
deepest level.

Advantages for the Divine Plan Healer
 You receive unique attunements, which are gifted by the Emerald Heart Light. These
align you and connect you with your individual Divine Plan. In addition, they
accelerate your personal and spiritual development in an unprecedented manner.
 The first attunement (part of the first training) connects your heart with the core/the
heart of Mother Earth. Making your grounding a lot better and you can start working
with the high vibration of the Emerald Heart Light.
 With your first attunement you become part of the Path of Light, a kind of highway
between your heart and the Source. This means that each time you give a Divine Plan
healing, your Path of Light becomes a little wider. This makes your heart open a little
more, each time.
 The second attunement (second training) enables you to embody both the masculine
and the feminine aspect of the Divine Consciousness (God Consciousness) in a
balanced way. How? Because your heart will be connected to both aspects of the
Source: the Divine Masculine and the Divine Feminine. This has a particularly healing
and wholing effect.
 After the second attunement your healings become even stronger and faster.
 Once you have become a professional advanced Divine Plan healer, you may be
eligible to do the Divine Plan teacher training. You will learn how to give trainings,
attunements and mentor sessions.
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Divine Plan Healing - simple, pure, fast
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